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Abstract—The edge computing paradigm has opened new opportunities for IoT devices, which can be used in novel applications involving heavy processing of data. Typical and common examples of IoT devices are the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), which are deployed for surveillance and environmental monitoring and are attracting increasing attention because of their ease deployment. However, their limited capacity, e.g., battery, forces the design of an edge-assisted solution, where heavy tasks are offloaded to the edge cloud. To solve the problem of task offloading from UAV to the closest edge computation, many proposals have appeared, mainly based on a Reinforcement Learning (RL) formulation. While these solutions successfully learn how to reduce task completion time in the UAV context, some limitations appear when these models are applied in real scenarios, given the memory-hungry nature of RL. To this end, we propose a simple yet effective formalization that still enables a learning process, but reduces the required information and the training time. Our evaluation results confirm our hypothesis, showing a marked improvement when compared to other RL-based strategies and deep learning-based solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has witnessed an explosive growth in mobile internet applications consuming a significant amount of computational resources, e.g., face recognition, virtual/augmented reality, realtime media streaming, mainly favored by the development of the Internet of Things (IoT). A specific area of interest entails vehicles and, in particular, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems, that have experienced a constantly increasing popularity in the last years, mainly thanks to their maneuverability, flexibility, and limited deployment costs. UAVs have been primarily used for military applications, but they are now expanding into business, science, agriculture, and civilian fields, where successful examples include supports of first responders, surveillance, aerial photography to cite a few [1]. Their constrained resources, however, open the problem of offloading part of their tasks to the close multi-access edge computing (MEC) in order to speed up the computation.

The problem of task offloading has been extensively studied in the literature [2]–[6], where recent solutions attempt to significantly reduce the processing time of mobile vehicle applications while greatly reducing data processing delays and energy consumption. With the advent of machine learning (ML) and, specifically, reinforcement learning (RL), this learning approach became dominant in solving the offloading decisions in vehicular scenarios. Compared to traditional approaches based on heuristics, these solutions have shown the ability to learn the best strategies adapting to the challenging and highly varying environments [7]–[10]. Despite the good results of newly computation offloading techniques, however, RL-based methods have a severe impact on the memory and processing usage of the mobile nodes. Moreover, it still remains challenging to develop a reliable system that can anticipate future demands and take advisable computation offloading decisions.

In this paper, we present a self-learning strategy that supports the UAV during the decision of offloading incoming tasks. This decision is taken on the basis of the predicted behavior of the agent, suggesting whether edge cloud is beneficial or not to the incoming tasks. Two alternative methods are designed to perform a prediction about future device load: a model belonging to time-series class, i.e., Vector Autoregressive Moving-Average (VARMA), and a model belonging to the class of ML regressors, i.e., Random Forest Regression (RFR). In such a way, not only the agent learns how to forecast future values, but it can also learn online what type of model is more accurate, following a paradigm known as Follow the Perturbed Leader (FPL). Having chosen two different ways in treating the input metrics, this approach also provides flexibility and adaptability, resulting in a learning agent that can select which predictor best fits a particular environment.

While other RL-based models can be computationally expensive to run on board of constrained resources devices, our formulation simplifies the decision process. The results illustrate clear advantages in the implementation of our approach, which can shorten the time required to accomplish a task. Besides, our solution can reduce the energy consumed and the resource usage, i.e., memory and CPU, compared to other benchmark algorithms. These benefits are originated by our predictor, which outperforms alternatives, leading to a small error and a very accurate decision.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the existing literature on the task offloading problem. Section III presents the model of the system and formulates the specific problem we need to solve.
In Section IV we describe the methods used to predict future behavior and in Section V we explicit how they are used in our algorithm. Results are presented in Section VI. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In the last years, edge computing has been proved to be an effective method in shortening task completion time for some latency-critical applications [11]–[13]. This paradigm can be particularly beneficial for unmanned aerial systems (UASs), e.g., self-driving vehicles and UAV swarms, to conduct a computation offloading scheme with edge computing. UASs are often used for collecting data and sending them to the close edge for data-intensive visual and acoustic computing. At network edges, indeed, there may be present more resources that are not available over the UAS, and that can thus speed up the processing. For example, seamless processing of imagery/video at the network edge is particularly critical in natural or human-made disaster scenarios, where bandwidth is limited and network conditions are highly variable. In such a case, the more powerful resources at the edge cloud are employed for elaborating imagery to recognize body temperatures or identify bodies under ruins or massive avalanches.

In general, the goal of performance-based offloading policies is to enhance the performance of mobile devices in terms of execution/completion time and throughput by utilizing cloud resources. Therefore, the resource-intensive computations are offloaded to the cloud or close edge. In [14], the authors propose a novel technique based on compiler code analysis that optimizes the overall execution time by dynamically offloading part of Android code running on a smartphone to the cloud. Similarly, [15] presents a framework providing run-time support for the dynamic computation partitioning and execution of the application. Such a framework not only allows the dynamic partitioning for a single user, but also supports the sharing of computation instances among multiple users in the cloud for an efficient utilization of the underlying cloud resources.

Other approaches can be found in [16]–[18]. In [16] the focus is on the mobile-edge computation offloading (MECO) problem, proposing a two-tier game-theoretical greedy approximation offloading scheme. Considering an ultradense IoT network, the authors formulate the optimal MECO problem as a constrained optimization problem, which aims to minimize the overall computation overhead while satisfying the given wireless channel constraints. An online algorithm is instead presented in [18], where task offloading decisions are modeled as a well-known sub-problem called rent/buy problem [19]. Similarly, [20] introduces a joint optimization scheme for the offloading decision and energy consumption, that is based on a greedy heuristic algorithm. After having modeled the problem aiming to minimize the energy, the proposed algorithm is based on the Reformulation-Lineарization-Technique based Branch-and-Bound method (RLTBB). Via a greedy heuristic, the system can allocate the radio resource and computational resource among smart mobile devices of the searching set.

This offloading process can be further optimized via the application of ML/AI methods, as explained in recent studies [21]–[23]. One of the most profitable recent trends is the utilization of RL for a task offloading solution, given its ability to adapt to highly dynamic environments [22], [24]. For example, in [7], the authors proposed a deep reinforcement learning-based online offloading framework (DROO) to decide whether to offload tasks to the edge cloud and proportionally allocate wireless resources. Focusing on the industrial scenario, [25] jointly takes both the network traffic and computation workload of industrial traffic into consideration, and finds a trade-off between energy consumption and service delay. To solve this offloading decision problem, they propose a dynamic RL scheduling algorithm combined with a deep dynamic scheduling. Similarly, [26] deployed a task offloading framework using the multi-armed bandit (MAB) theory, which enables vehicles to learn the potential task offloading performance of neighboring vehicles. Redesigning the utility function of the classic MAB algorithm, it can adapt to the volatile environment and minimize the average offloading delay.

Besides, although these solutions are sound, there is now an attempt to distribute the decision logic, in order to improve the performance while reducing the burden for a single UAV. To this end, DDLO [27] and a hotboxing Q-learning based schema [28], are valuable examples of distributed approaches in task offloading decisions, that use multiple parallel deep neural networks. In a similar way, but for collaborative offloading decisions, [10] presents a solution for multiple heterogeneous agents with potentially distinct policies and rewards, and further improvements on protocol decisions.

As an alternative or in conjunction with an RL problem, there is an increment of solutions attempting to predict future resources utilization in order to take better offloading decisions and allocate proper network and computation resources [6], [29], [30]. For example, [6] showed how time-series regressors can be used in predicting future agents’ loads to efficiently balance the load over a UAV system. We share with these approaches the idea of proactively acting to mitigate possible performance degradation before its occurrence. However, although all these solutions are effective, they are also computationally and memory intensive, especially the approaches based on the use of RL and deep learning. Our proposed self-learning-based methodology can reduce the overall resource consumption and thus be more suitable for UAV execution.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The considered system consists of a UAV swarm including a set of agents $\mathcal{N}_i = \{A_1, \ldots, A_N\}$, each of which has a task to be completed. We consider that the set $\mathcal{N}_i$ can change over time since the agents may suffer failures or running out of power. However, for simplicity, we often refer to this set as $\mathcal{N}$ in the following. The overall system is then composed of $M$ tasks, denoted by a set of tasks $\mathcal{M} = \{T_1, \ldots, T_M\}$. We consider that tasks are independent among them. Each task is assigned to a node, which can decide either to compute the task locally or to offload the computation to the edge cloud.

To capture real-world scenarios, we consider a limited capacity of nodes. We model this constraint in resources as a finite queue where to store waiting tasks. Thus, we denote the amount of tasks of the $i$-th node as $s_i$ within $[0, s_{i}^{\text{max}}]$.
We summarize the main components of the system in Fig. 1. The UAV fleet relies on the close edge cloud for shortening the task completion time via task offloading. In such a case, the task is sent to the edge, where the appropriate network and computational infrastructure resides. The sent data is thus used for extrapolating helpful information by means of AI/ML algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_t$</td>
<td>Set of agents at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_t$</td>
<td>Set of tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{i,m}^{l}$</td>
<td>Task completion time for local computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{i,m}^{e}$</td>
<td>Task completion time for offloading computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{i,m}^{max}$</td>
<td>Maximum amount of possible enqueued tasks in node $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_t$</td>
<td>Observation at timestamp $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_t$</td>
<td>Prediction for timestamp $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$o_{i,m}$</td>
<td>Offloading decision of node $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{i,m}^{e,exec}$</td>
<td>Local execution time of task $m$ on node $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{i,m}$</td>
<td>Computing workload of task $m$ on node $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{i,m}^{e,up}$</td>
<td>Local waiting time of task $m$ on node $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{i,m}^{e,tra}$</td>
<td>Transmission time of task $m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{i,m}^{e,rec}$</td>
<td>Execution time of task $m$ in the edge cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{up}$</td>
<td>Wireless uplink channel bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{down}$</td>
<td>Wireless downlink channel bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{i,m}^{e,up}(A)$</td>
<td>Wireless uplink data rate for offloading of task $m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{i,m}^{e,down}(A)$</td>
<td>Wireless downlink data rate for offloading of task $m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{up}$</td>
<td>Background noise power in the uplink channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{i,m}^{up}$</td>
<td>Channel gain from node $i$ to the access point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{i,m}^{down}$</td>
<td>Channel gain from the access point to the node $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{i,m}^{up}$</td>
<td>Transmission power of node $i$ to the edge cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{i,m}^{down}$</td>
<td>Transmission power of the edge cloud to the node $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{i,s}$</td>
<td>Distance between node $i$ and access point $s$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also assume that the agent can execute only one task at a time, and, to avoid burdening the notation, task deadlines have not been considered.

For each new task arriving to a node, it has to decide where to perform the computation of such a task. We denote the computation offloading decision of task $m$ of mobile device $i$ by $o_{i,m}$. Specifically, $o_{i,m} = 1$ means that the node offloads the task to the close cloud, while $o_{i,m} = 0$ means that the node executes the task locally.

### A. Local Execution

When the task is locally executed, the completion time for a local execution of task $m$ on node $i$ is the sum of the local computation execution time and the waiting time aboard the agent,

$$T_{i,m}^{l} = T_{i,m}^{l,exec} + T_{i,m}^{w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $T_{i,m}^{l,exec}$ and $T_{i,m}^{w}$ are the execution time and the waiting time, respectively. Formally, the waiting time of a task is defined as the time that task $m$ spends on board of $i$ before its execution, and mainly depends on the enqueued tasks.

On the other hand, given $C_{i,m}$, the computing workload, i.e., the total number of CPU cycles needed to accomplish task $m$ of node $i$, the local execution time of task $m$ on node $i$ is hence given by:

$$T_{i,m}^{l,exec} = C_{i,m} / f_{i,m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $f_{i,m}$ is the computation capability, i.e., the clock frequency of the CPU chip, of node $i$, on task $m$. Our model allows different mobile devices to have different computational capacities with different clock frequencies per task.

### B. Edge Cloud Offloading

In case the mobile node offloads the task to the edge cloud, the latter executes the computation task and returns the results to the device. This process entails three phases: (i) the transmission phase, (ii) the edge computation phase, (iii) the outcome receiving phase. Before defining the resulting completion time, it must be noted that this time is affected by the joint action space of all agents, $A$, also referred to as global action profile. Therefore, given the global action profile $A$, the completion time for the edge offloading is the sum of these three phases, as such:

$$T_{i,m}^{e} = T_{i,m}^{e,tra} + T_{i,m}^{e,exec} + T_{i,m}^{e,rec}(A)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $T_{i,m}^{e,tra}(A)$ refers to the transmission of task $m$ to the edge $e$; $T_{i,m}^{e,exec}$ is the execution time in the edge, and $T_{i,m}^{e,rec}(A)$ is the reception time.

Analyzing these parts in order, we start defining the transmission time for task offloading as:

$$T_{i,m}^{e,tra}(A) = \frac{D_{in,i,m}}{r_{i,m}^{e,up}(A)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $D_{in,i,m}$ denotes the size of computation data sent over the channel (e.g., the recorded audio in UAVs swarm) related to computation task $m$ of node $i$, and $r_{i,m}^{e,up}(A)$ is the uplink data rate.

Then, we consider the data rate affected by both the background noise power and the channel gain, as in other studies [10], [16]. Thus, given the global action profile $A$ for any node $i$ and task $m$, we can obtain the wireless uplink data rate for computation offloading of task $m$ of mobile device $i$ as:

$$r_{i,m}^{e,up}(A) = W_{up} \cdot \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{p_{i,m}^{up} G_{i,m}^{up}}{\sigma_{up} + \sum_{j \neq i, k \neq m, o_{j,k} = 1} p_{j,k} G_{j,k}^{up}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$
where $p_{i,m}^{up}$ is the transmission power of node $i$ offloading task $m$ to the edge cloud; $G_{i,m}^{up}$ denotes the channel gain from node $i$ to the access point when transmitting task $m$, mainly affected by the path loss and shadowing attenuation; $\sigma^{up}$ indicates the background noise power, and $W^{up}$ is the wireless uplink channel bandwidth. Clearly, we can observe from the formula that when many mobile devices offload their tasks to the edge simultaneously, the nodes can experience severe interference and low data rates.

Subsequently, the task arrives to the edge that proceeds with the execution. Although the offloaded task needs likely to wait before it is assigned to the proper resource in the cloud for the execution, in the following we omit this waiting time for simplicity, as it is negligible with respect to the other quantities involved. Thus, we can derive the computation execution time for task $m$ in the edge cloud as:

$$T_{i,m}^{e,exec} = \frac{C_{i,m}}{f_e},$$

where $f_e$ denotes the clock frequency of the edge cloud, assuming that the frequency does not change during the computation and is constant over time.

Finally, the results of the computation is sent back to the mobile device, incurring in a reception time defined as:

$$T_{i,m}^{e,recv} = \frac{D_{i,m}^{out}}{r_{i,m}^{e,down}(A)},$$

where $D_{i,m}^{out}$ denotes the size of obtained output data sent over the channel and $r_{i,m}^{e,down}(A)$ is the downlink data rate. Such a wireless downlink data rate is given by:

$$r_{i,m}^{e,down}(A) = W_{down} \cdot \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{p_{i,m}^{down}G_{i,m}^{down}}{\sigma_{down} + \sum_{j \neq i,k \neq m,o_{j,k}=1} p_{j,k}^{down}G_{j,k}^{down}} \right),$$

where $p_{i,m}^{down}$ is the transmission power of the edge cloud communicating the results of offloaded task $m$ to the node $i$; $G_{i,m}^{down}$ refers to the channel gain from the access point to the node $i$ when transmitting data of task $m$; $\sigma_{down}$ denotes the background noise power, and $W_{down}$ indicates the wireless downlink channel bandwidth.

### C. Problem Formulation

We formulate the optimization problem that aims to minimize the total delay in finishing all devices’ tasks, by optimizing each node offloading decisions $o_{i,m}$:

$$\min_{o_{i,m}} \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{m \in M} (1 - o_{i,m}) T_{i,m}^l + o_{i,m} T_{i,m}^e$$

subject to:

$$\sum_{i \in N} o_{i,m} \leq 1 \quad \forall m \in M,$$

$$\sum_{m \in M} o_{i,m} \leq s_i^{max} \quad \forall i \in N,$$

where the constraints (10) and (11) force the solution to (i) mutually choose if offloading task computation or executing the task locally, and (ii) not to exceed the resources of the mobile device, respectively.

The given optimization problem (9) - (11) can be solved to find results of offloading decision variables $o_{i,m}$. However, since the decision variables are binary, the formulated problem is not convex. Moreover, we would like to consider realistic scenarios where the interaction between devices, the communication channel conditions, and the nodes computation abilities are all dynamically changing. Given these considerations, in the following we propose a online learning method to solve this problem.

### IV. REGRESSION PREDICTION METHODS

With the aim of improving offloading decisions, each device predicts future conditions in order to verify is beneficial circumstances hold or not. The node can listen to the advice coming from two different class of predictors and obtain the best from both of them. In particular, we select two algorithms belonging to the class of time-series and to ML supervised regressors. In the following, we describe how these two methods behave, explaining why and where they differ.

#### A. Time-Series Analysis with VARMA

To model the evolution of data over time, we employ a Vector Autoregressive-Moving-Average (VARMA) model. VARMA models are the multivariate generalization of univariate autoregressive-moving average (ARIMA) models. However, while ARIMA is used to represent stationary time series in almost all domains where a variable is measured at equidistant times, VARMA can contemplate multiple parallel time series, for a multivariate evolution. This class of models well fit problems in econometrics and financial markets, but boasts a wide exploration even in other fields since the 1970’s [31]. Our solution, then, uses a VARMA model for “real time” model predictions (hindcasts) that are made within the independent dataset, using only data up to that date were used. The general form of VARMA($r,q$) is given by the following equation:

$$y_t = A_1 y_{t-1} + \ldots + A_r y_{t-r} + B_0 \epsilon_t + \ldots + B_q \epsilon_{t-q},$$

where $y_t$ denotes an $n \times 1$ vector of observed variables, $\epsilon_t$ is an $n \times 1$ vector of unobserved disturbances $\sim IID(O_n \times 1, I_n)$, where $I_n$ denotes the $n \times n$ identity matrix, $r$ and $q$ denote any assumed nonnegative integers, such that at least one of $r$ or $q$ is positive.

In our solution, we predict the future values of the series by means of a forecasting method named minimization of the Mean Squared Forecast Error (MSFE), which denote the goodness of the prediction using the cumulative error encountered so far. The current information from the dataset, which constitutes the current knowledge, contains the current and past values of the series. In detail, we are focused on the one-step-ahead prediction, which just considers the prediction at the next time step, i.e., $y_{t+1}$ given the last observation at time $t$. 
B. ML Regression with RFR

The Random Forest Regression (RFR) is a type of additive model that predicts by combining decisions from a sequence of base models. More formally, this class of algorithms can be written as:

\[ g(x) = f_0(x) + f_1(x) + f_2(x) + \ldots \] (13)

where the final model \( g \) is the sum of simple base models \( f_i \). Although each base model \( f_i \) can be any ML algorithm, the most common version of RFR considers as \( f_i \) a simple decision tree. In this paper, we also consider this setting. This broad technique of using multiple models to obtain better predictive performance is also known as model ensembling. Moreover, in RFR, all the tree base models are constructed and trained independently using a different subset of data.

Predictions are, then, made by averaging the predictions of each decision tree. In other words, to extend the analogy—much like a forest is a collection of trees, the random forest model is also a collection of decision tree models. This makes random forests a strong modeling technique that is much more powerful than a single decision tree. RFR is suitable for regression problems given its features: (i) it can capture non-linear or complex relationships between inputs and outputs, (ii) compared to a single decision tree, RFR is more robust, with a limited dependence to the noise in the training set, as it uses a set of uncorrelated decision trees, (iii) it is able to limit both the variance and the bias, better addressing the problem of overfitting.

C. State Variables in Our Solution

In our system, the current knowledge \( Y \) is modeled as a matrix of features, with a shape \( N \times M \), where the column \( j \) represents the list of metrics gathered for task \( i \), given \( i \) the index of the row. Such a list of features for task \( i \) are three: (i) the number of enqueued tasks when task \( i \) arrived to the node, (ii) time to complete task \( i \), in seconds, (iii) a boolean stating if task \( i \) has been offloaded to the edge cloud.

Features selection is a key topic when dealing with big data, demanding for a trade-off between having a vast knowledge and time and resource constraints. This imposes to limit the complexity, with little or none effect on the performance. In fact, a smaller \( M \) yields simpler models, but it may be inadequate to represent the space of possible behaviors. On the other hand, a large \( M \) leads to a more complex model with more parameters, but may, in turn, lead to overfitting issues. While in time-series this choice for observed variables is much easier, as it usually entails the interested variable, in ML features selection is much more important. Our choice of \( M = 3 \) and metrics that are extremely easy to collect, moves towards this direction. Each node can train its model without the need to communicate with others, attaining null communication overhead and modest memory occupation. Results support this choice, achieving higher accuracy while reducing noise (Section VI).

However, given the differences in the two models, they also treat the input data differently. Regarding the VARMA model, its input \( y_t, y_{t-1}, \ldots, y_1 \), is modeled with a vector of metrics at timestamp \( t \). This means that the input of the VARMA model consists of all the values in the matrix. When the number of rows of \( Y \) exceeds a threshold \( Z = 1000 \), the considered temporal window is limited to a sub-matrix consisting of the last \( Z \) rows. Alternatively, regarding the RFR, since it is agnostic of the time order, it only considers the last line of the matrix \( Y \), i.e., the input of the model is composed by all the columns for the last row of the matrix.

V. AGENT’S DECISION PROCESS

In the following, we first overview the procedure as in the Follow the Perturbed Leader (FPL) method. Then, we describe how the IoT agent implements our version of FPL in our system.

A. Follow the Perturbed Leader

Learning from a constant flow of data is considered one of the central challenges of machine learning. Online learning entails sequentially decide on actions given the changes in the environments. In past years, a variety of online learning algorithms have been devised [32], [33]. Among them, in our work we investigate Follow the Perturbed Leader algorithm, whose advantage is its simplicity and computational efficiency.

Such a prediction with expert advice proceeds as follows. At each time step \( t \) the system performs sequential predictions \( y_t \in \mathcal{Y} \). At times \( t = 1, 2, \ldots \), we have access to the predictions \( (y_t')_{1 \leq t \leq n} \) of \( n \) experts \( \mathcal{E} = e_1, \ldots, e_n \). After having made a prediction, we receive observation \( x_t \in \mathcal{X} \), and the system computes our suffered loss \( l(x_t, y_t) \) and each expert’s loss \( l(x_t, y_t') \). As our observations entail continuous values, i.e., lie in a regression problem, the loss is calculated as: \( l(x_t, y_t) = (y_t - x_t)^2 \).

Our goal can be summarized in achieving a total loss “not much worse” than the best expert, after \( T \) time steps. More formally, we denote the cumulative loss of expert \( i \) by \( L_T^i = \sum_{t=1}^{T} l(x_t, y_t') \) and the cumulative loss of our system by \( L_T = \sum_{t=1}^{T} l(x_t, y_t) \). Thus, the goal of the system is to minimize the regret, defined as the difference between the cumulative loss of the learner and the cumulative loss of the best prediction in hindsight.

The regret over \( T \) rounds is defined as:

\[ R_T = \sum_{t=1}^{T} l(x_t, y_t) - \min_{i \in 1, \ldots, n} \sum_{t=1}^{T} l(x_t, y_t') = L_T - \min L_T^i. \] (14)

The term \( \min L_T^i \), is often defined as the loss of the best expert in hindsight (BEH). Moreover, when this regret is sublinear, namely \( R_T \leq o(T) \), the learning algorithm is said to be Hannan-consistent.

One algorithm for achieving Hannan-consistency is Follow the Perturbed Leader (FPL), as demonstrated by Hannan [34] and Kalai and Vempala [35]. Let \( \gamma \) be some \( n \)-dimensional random variable and \( \eta_i > 0 \). FPL involves picking the expert \( exp \) that minimizes the perturbed cumulative loss:

\[ exp = \arg \min_{i} (L_T^i + \eta_i \gamma_i) \] (15)

Intuitively, if \( \eta \) is small, then we expect \( exp \) to be “close” to a minimizer of the (non-perturbed) cumulative loss. On the
other hand, when $\eta$ is large, we expect $E$ to be “close” to the uniform distribution. Namely, $\eta$ controls how similar the algorithm is to Follow the Leader, the version of the algorithm that always picks the expert who has minimized the cumulative loss. However, this version, and any other deterministic learning algorithm, is not Hannan-consistent [36].

We summarize our version of FPL in Algorithm 1. As demonstrated by theorems in [36], [37], for all possible sequences of losses where the loss is bounded and the noise is spread out, i.e., the noise has a sufficiently high variance, FPL achieves an expected regret that is bounded by:

$$E[R_i] \in \mathcal{O}(\sqrt{T}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Consequently, this result is also valid for our Algorithm 1, where we consider the random value $\gamma$ sampled from a Gaussian distribution $\mathcal{N}(0, I)$.

**Algorithm 1 Follow the perturbed leader**

```python
fpl(m: task, s: state, t: time):
  1: $\eta > 0$, $L_i \leftarrow 0$
  2: for every expert $i$ do
  3:  Compute loss $L$ of last prediction given evidence $s$
  4:  Accumulate the loss $L^t_i \leftarrow L^{t-1}_i + l$
  5:  Sample $\gamma_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I)$
  6:  $exp \leftarrow \arg \min_i (L^t_i + \eta \gamma_i)$
  7:  Predict $y_i$ asking to the expert $exp$ given state $s$ and task $m$
  8:  return $y_i$
```

Furthermore, it can be noted that this problem is similar to the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB), in the class of RL methods. FPL follows the “arm” that is assumed to have the best performance so far, adding exponential noise to it to provide exploration. However, while the MAB algorithm offers more strict bounds to the regret, FPL can drastically simplify the entire learning process making it suitable for constrained agents as the UAVs. For example, differently from MAB that may take a long time to converge, FPL requires a shorter time, and mostly, is not eager of computation and memory resources as is the MAB.

**B. Our Algorithm**

We can now present our algorithm, built upon the Follow the Perturbed Leader (FPL) formulation, which dictates the offloading decision process. The overall algorithm running on each device is defined in Algorithm 2. Each learning agent is able to monitor and gather statistics required to perform the prediction, as mentioned in Section IV. Once a new task arrives at the node, it asks for help from the experts, as in FPL. The experts that our FPL algorithm can employ are the two regressor algorithms. This method, however, returns only one value, $p$, i.e., the expert’s prediction for the next time step, and this predicted value is then used to determine whether offloading the incoming task as follows. If this value exceeds a determined threshold specific for the agent $i$, $T_i$, this implies a long local task execution, and the task is consequently offloaded. Otherwise, it is kept local and enqueued for future execution.

**Algorithm 2 Overall algorithm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initialize threshold $T_i$ for all nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>for all $i \in \mathcal{N}$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>Wait</strong> new task $m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Monitor the queue and node state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$p \leftarrow fpl(m, s, t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>if $p &gt; T_i$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Offload task $m$ to the edge cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Enqueue task $m$ locally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Store states for the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>End Wait</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the described algorithm, it appears as the value of the threshold $T_i$ is a crucial parameter. Clearly, its setting depends on the environment and the nature of tasks, but, in general, it should be defined in order to balance the two actions, i.e., offloading and local execution. Offloading means diminishing the waiting time but increasing the transmission time. Keeping the task locally implies facing the waiting time but avoiding wireless transmission. Thus, offloading should be selected only when the expected waiting time is considered “too high”. The threshold is a numerical definition of the “too high” concept.

In light of this self-learning procedure, not only can our agents progressively enhance the single predictors, but they can learn the more advisable algorithm to follow given the considered environment. Ideally, the expected behavior of this framework is that the VARMA is selected in the first place, given its ability to require a short amount of data (see Section VI). Then, when more metrics become available, the RFR can outperform the statistical model and, consequently, becoming the preferred choice of FPL.

It is known, indeed, that Random Forests produce better results on large datasets and are able to work with missing data by using estimations of them [38]. However, they pose a major challenge as they cannot extrapolate outside unseen data. On the other hand, VARMA has the ability to work well with unseen data, interpolating the given data to obtain the prediction. In conclusion – and as confirmed by our results – we can enumerate the differences as follows: classical models are simpler and more interpretable, while ML methods are more complex but more flexible. The choice of VARMA to represent classical models and RFR for ML is then motivated by the accuracy obtained in our experimental campaign (see Section VI).

**VI. RESULTS**

In this section, we report the results of experiments performed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed approach. First, we analyze the accuracy of the proposed prediction methods. Then, we consider the performance of our approach comparing it to state-of-the-art solutions.

**A. Experimental Setup**

To evaluate the performance of the proposed task offloading strategy, we developed a Python event-driven simulator, where
a networked fleet of drones has to complete incoming tasks. The edge cloud is replicated by means of a further process emulating the execution of offloaded tasks. To adopt realistic parameters for our experimental campaign, we base the choice of their default values on recent studies addressing the considered scenario, e.g., [9], [17]. In particular, new tasks are generated according to a Poisson process with an arrival rate of 0.2 Hz if not otherwise specified. In terms of computing resources, we assume the CPU capability of each server in the edge cloud and each UAV to be $f_e = 20$ GHz and $f_{i,m} = 1$ GHz, respectively. The computing workload is set as default to $C_{i,m} = 1 \times 10^3$. The channel bandwidth is set to be $W_{down} = W_{up} = 5$ Mbps, the transmitted data $D_{out} = 7$ MB, while $D_{in} = 1$ MB. The background noise power is set equal for the two technologies, as $\sigma_{down} = \sigma_{up} = 50$ dBm. For the channel gain we have $G_{i,m} = G_{i,s} = d_{i,s}^{-\alpha}$, where $d_{i,s}$ is the distance between mobile agent $i$ and access point $s$, and $\nu = 4$ denotes the path loss factor. By default, the distance $d_{i,s}$ is set to 10m. Finally, we simply set the default value of the weights defined in Algorithm 1 as $\eta = 1$.

The results reported are obtained after 35 trials. This value is in line with the common practice adopted in studies dealing with simulations of distributed systems based on similar machine learning algorithms — e.g., [29], [39], where even less runs are performed. This leads us to claim how 35 trials represents a good trade-off between simulation times and proper statistical accuracy. The resulting graph’s bars refer to a confidence interval of 90%. We summarize in Table II the configuration parameters utilized during the following evaluation, where the default values are reported in bold.

### Table II: Parameters setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task arrival rate [Hz]</td>
<td>0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes’ Average Distance [m]</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing workload, $10^3$</td>
<td>0.5, 1, 10, 25, 50, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel bandwidth (Mbps)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise power (dBm)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence interval [%]</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Evaluation Metrics

Throughout this section, we make use of metrics and quantities defined in Section III, such as the task completion time. Besides them, in order to study the efficacy of predictors, we use the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), which is a simple regression error metric. For every data point, the residual is computed by taking only its absolute value so that negative and positive residuals do not cancel out. The error is then converted into a percentage, providing a clear interpretation that makes the results easily understandable. The formal equation of MAPE is given by:

$$MAPE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} 100 \times \left| \frac{x_t - y_t}{x_t} \right|,$$

where $x_t$ and $y_t$ are the real and the predicted observations, respectively. One key advantage of MAPE is its robustness to the effects of outliers thanks to the use of the absolute value. In summary, such a value describes how far the model’s predictions are off from their corresponding outputs on average.

Similarly, we compute the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) for the predicted values as follows:

$$MAD = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} |y_t - \bar{X}|,$$

where $X$ denotes the mean of the observed values. The MAD value, as explained in [40], is another key metric during the evaluation of regressors.

Moreover, even though it is not an explicit objective of the process, we also consider the energy consumed by agent $i$ during the execution of task $m$. Since the node can either compute the task locally or offload its computation to the edge cloud, we define two types of energy consumption, $E_{i,m}^l$ and $E_{i,m}^e$, for the local execution and the edge execution, respectively. In the case of local computation, we use the widely adopted model of the energy consumption per computing cycle as $E = kCf^2$ [41], [42], where $k$ is the energy coefficient depending on the chip architecture, $f_{i,m}$ is the CPU frequency, and $C_{i,m}$ specifies the workload, i.e., the amount of computation to accomplish the task in terms of numbers of cycles. According to some realistic measurements available in [43], we set the energy coefficient $k$ as $5 \times 10^{-11}$. Moreover, in the other event of task offloading, $E_{i,m}^e = P_{i,m}TR_{i,m}^{-\eta}/\xi_{i,m}$, where $\xi_{i,m}$ is the power amplifier efficiency of node $i$. Without loss of generality, we assume that $\xi_{i,m} = 1 \forall i$. We also assume the energy consumption in the edge cloud is negligible since the cloud typically has enough energy to execute the offloaded tasks. Then, similar to the energy spent in transmission, we define the energy consumed during the reception
In conclusion, for simplicity, we refer to the energy consumption as $E$, and is computed as follows:

$$E = (1 - o_{i,m}) E_{i,m}^{l} + o_{i,m} E_{i,m}^{c}.$$  

In conclusion, for simplicity, we refer to the energy consumption as $E$, and is computed as follows:

$$E = (1 - o_{i,m}) E_{i,m}^{l} + o_{i,m} E_{i,m}^{c}.$$  

**C. Predictor Accuracy**

For this first part focusing on the accuracy of the predictors, we first offline train the considered models on a relatively small dataset consisting of 5036 samples. In particular, we apply a walk-forward validation. In such a technique, the dataset is split into train and test sets by selecting a cut point, and we select a point to split the dataset as 80% training set and 20% test set. Then, even over the test set these models are fitted for every new observation, and the training phase continues online to improve the accuracy and to fit the specific circumstances on the agent.

Fig. 2a shows MAPE for different predictors. Specifically, we compare against two other time series forecasting methods, autoregressive-moving average (ARIMA) and Simple Exponential Smoothing (SES), and two ML-based regressors, Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Gradient Boosting Regression (GBR). From the graph, we can observe how results validate our approach. In particular, by leveraging alternate techniques, our FPL model provides the lowest error in predicting. Notably, compared to the second-best regressor, i.e., SES algorithm, our method can halve the error.

We then compare the MAD error among the same set of predictors, and we report the results in Fig. 2b. We can easily conclude that not only FPL can provide a smaller error, but the variance is reduced. This result is particularly important since it assures that our approach leads to fewer outliers in the prediction task. In fact, a method with high MAD suggests that when it is wrong, the error could be too high, leading to an inappropriate conclusion. On the other hand, our FPL is always close to the real value, so even though the value is not exact, the finding is likely more accurate.

We then reason about the number of samples required to the algorithms for the convergence. In this phase, we also consider an approach based on Reinforcement Learning (RL) [44], a class of machine learning known for its capability of solving sequential decision-making problems with unknown state-transition dynamics. The sequential decision-making problem is typically formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP). Hence, using a Markov process, we model the action of task offloading given the same state space we considered in our formulation. The action, then, is obtained via the DQN setting of RL, one of the most popular [45].

Fig. 2c shows the training time for different algorithms at increasing the number of samples in the training set. It also reports the number of samples required for these algorithms to converge. This value is reported in the graph as a marker, and is defined as the value that, when exceeded, the advantage in the error is marginal, i.e., less than 5%. It is worth noticing that RL models typically use the episode metric to define the convergence time. Thus, we convert this metric into the number of samples in order to use a uniform metric.
We can detect the different behavior of the methodologies. Time series models, i.e., VARMA and ARIMA, require a medium amount of training time but are not data hungry, and can converge even when not much data is present, around 500. On the other hand, a pure ML model, as RFR, is very fast in its training phase but requires a considerable amount of data to converge, around 10,000. As expected, while RL can lead to excellent results and can model more challenging scenarios, it takes a long time to converge and is needed for a very large training set. These results motivate our approach based on FPL, which can fit the application and network requirements by leveraging alternatively a method requiring fewer samples to converge or fast in on-online training. We can thus conclude that our model can adapt to multiple scenarios and network conditions/technologies, as well as can better face the dynamic evolution of the conditions, which evolve over time.

After having studied the diverse amount of samples required for training, as well as the time elapsed, we now study the time needed by our FPL-based algorithm to converge. To this end, we compared the convergence time of FPL to RFR, as it is the most accurate at regime. We consider two different versions for the latter: an already trained version (offline-RFR) and an RFR during its learning phase (online-RFR). Fig. 2d displays the loss (actual value - predicted value) of these alternatives, where the offline-RFR is constant over time since the model parameters were already fixed during training. We can notice how our approach outperforms the offline-RFR after approximately 30 steps, while the online-RFR in the first 20 steps has a too excessive loss to report in the figure. Such an online-RFR method achieves a reasonable still high loss at 30 steps, the number of steps required by our FPL to stably converge. This observation validates our hypothesis of using an FPL-based algorithm to online adapt the prediction and mix online and offline parameter settings to speed up the learning.

Similar conclusions can be taken if examining the average queue length of the agents when increasing the task arrival rate. In particular, we can observe how, when tasks are introduced in the system at a higher rate, the growth in the queue size is logarithmic. This result suggests that our approach can efficiently handle the presence of many tasks in the system. Confirmation of this behavior is presented in Section VI-E, when our solution is compared against other methods.

We then evaluate how a more elaborated approach, as Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB), behaves when utilized in this scenario. In MAB algorithms, the set of possible actions is typically referred to as “arms”. Unlike the more general class of reinforcement learning, in bandit problems, MAB only observes the outcome of a selected action for a given state. We model the arms of this approach as the two leaders of our FPL: one arm refers to the VARMA predictor, and the other arm is the SVR regressor. As shown in Fig. 3c, our FPL-based algorithm can consistently provide a lower task completion time. Although FPL does not provide the same guarantees of MAB and RL, we can observe that the performance of our formulation resembles the results obtained using an enhanced model as in MAB.

E. Comparison with State-of-the-art

To study the effectiveness of our solution, we compare it against three similar solutions: the DROO framework [7], which implements a deep neural network that learns the binary offloading decisions; a solution based on the multi-agent reinforcement learning framework [10], that is able to select the best radio access technology for the offloading process; a hotbooting Q-learning scheme for computation offloading [28], herein referred to as hotbooting DQN, as it uses a fast deep Q-network (DQN) model to further improve the offloading performance.

We can first consider Fig. 4a, showing the impact of the number of nodes on the task completion time. Our solution is able to reduce such completion time compared to the other benchmark algorithms. Even when the number of nodes increase, our method outperforms the alternatives.

We then evaluate the effects of task offloading over the queue of agents, reporting in Fig. 4b the CDF of queue length. The queue length is considered a key metric in this scenario, as it clearly impacts the time to complete tasks, but also the computation rate and the energy spent by the node. It can be easily observed that, with our solution, we can shorten the amount of tasks waiting in the agent’s queue, while other RL-based methods are more prone to overload the agent.

D. Solution Performance Analysis

To study the behavior of our solution at varying environmental conditions, we consider diverse indicators for increasing fleet sizes. In Fig. 3a we show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of task completion time. We can easily observe how a more significant number of nodes leads to a reduced mean task completion time. Not only, this also reduces the number of outliers in the distribution, since the number of congested nodes is reduced as well. This result confirms the goodness of our model, which can be employed even for multiple IoT nodes.
Additionally, we investigate the energy consumption that the solutions lead to, reporting the results in Fig. 4c. While other benchmark algorithms consider the minimization of energy consumption in the problem formulation, our model is unaware of this aspect. Nevertheless, our solution is able to achieve comparable results with MARL that has been designed for energy efficiency purposes. Moreover, we can reduce consumption with respect to DROO and DQN. Thus we can conclude that, although our approach is blindfolded concerning power saving, it can lead to an energy-efficient method. These results confirm our hypothesis that modeling the device as a queue of tasks is a simplistic yet effective way of exploiting the edge while considering the application performance.

Moreover, we consider the impact of the distance among the nodes of the system and the close edge cloud (Fig. 5a). While the time to complete the task is clearly increasing as the distance increases, we can also observe how this increment is attenuated if compared to other solutions. The ability of our solution to online learn the best offloading decision, as well as to improve the prediction, makes it more suitable to handle a variety of conditions, as in the case of diverse antenna locations.

Other differences may arise when tasks to be performed require different execution times. After having conducted an experimental analysis to investigate this behavior, we report in Fig. 5b the task completion time for ours and the three considered solutions while the computing workload changes. It can be seen how our solution can adapt its prediction and significantly reduce the task completion time for each task size. In light of these and previous results, we can conclude that the adaptive property ensures that our model is able to face multiple circumstances that are challenging for other approaches.

Finally, we consider the amount of RAM and CPU required to train and execute these algorithms. As can be seen in Fig. 5c, our implementation can drastically reduce the amount of memory consumed, leading to a significant improvement. While the deep learning approaches are hungry for RAM, the MARL model can optimize consumption. However, our regressors can further shorten the demand for memory. Considering then the CPU consumption in Fig. 5d, similar conclusions hold. Simulating the execution of the learning processes over an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7500U CPU @ 2.70GHz, it is observable a reduction of CPU usage. In conclusion, we can consider our solution more lightweight than alternatives. This result is extremely important, especially in the UAV context, where a reduced memory footprint, along with less computation, is fundamental.

### VII. Conclusion

This paper presents a learning-based solution to solve the dilemma of whether a task should be offloaded to the close edge cloud or not. Our solution lets the devices autonomously learn the offloading decisions on the basis of the current state. Such a decision exploits two classes of predictors, i.e., time series and ML regression, to predict future conditions. By doing so, the node can determine online the accuracy of these methods. Based on this value, then, the agent determines where incoming tasks should be executed. The results validate our model, evidencing how our implementation outperforms state-of-the-art solutions. In particular, despite the simplicity of our learning algorithm, its accuracy is comparable to other RL-based processes.
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